What is Glisser?
Glisser provides a web-based service which allows viewers of the TEDxSnoIsleLibraries 2017 live stream
to submit online comments and interact with the visual materials used by the presenters.
Why use Glisser?
Using Glisser during TEDxSnoIsleLibraries 2017 enables you to actively participate in the community of
online viewers and create a more interesting, engaging and memorable experience. Glisser users can
connect with event speakers and organizers even after the event and it will provide valuable feedback to
TEDxSnoIsleLibraries 2017 event organizers and speakers.
Is it free?
There is no charge to use Glisser during TEDxSnoIsleLibraries 2017 although users must submit an email
address in order to join in.
Acceptable use
You agree to use Glisser only for lawful purposes and in a way that does not infringe the rights of or
restrict or inhibit anyone else’s use and enjoyment.
You agree not to:
a. Share your log-in details or password with any other party
b. Copy, distribute, sell, resell, give away, or provide access to the Solution to third parties
c. Copy, modify, adapt, decompile, disassemble, reverse-engineer, recreate or otherwise attempt
to discover any source code contained in Glisser
You are entirely responsible for all content that you upload, post, email or otherwise make available.
You agree not to upload, post, email, or otherwise make available any content that:
a. Is false or misleading
b. Infringes any intellectual property rights
c. Advertises products or services, the sale or supply of which is prohibited or restricted by
applicable law
d. Contains software viruses or any other harmful or malicious computer code
e. Is unlawful, harmful, threatening, abusive, harassing, tortious, vulgar, indecent, obscene,
pornographic, defamatory, invasive of another’s privacy or rights of publicity, hateful, or racially,
ethnically or otherwise offensive or objectionable. You understand that all content posted on,
transmitted through or linked from Glisser is the sole responsibility of the person who uploaded
(or otherwise made available) that content and Glisser does not control, and is not responsible
for, content provided by any other person.

Interacting with others via Glisser
Your interactions with organizations and/or individuals found via Glisser are solely between you and
such organizations and/or individuals. Glisser shall not be responsible or liable for any loss or damage of
any sort arising from any such dealings.
Using Glisser means we can contact you later
By using Glisser during the TEDxSnoIsleLibraries 2017 event, you consent to be contacted by Glisser,
Sno-Isle Libraries, event speakers, organizers and partners via email, telephone or mail for the purposes
of:
a. Responding to comments, questions, likes, and other feedback provided during the event or
transmitted via Glisser through Sunday, Nov. 12 to event organizers and speakers;
b. Asking for evaluation or feedback to measure how satisfied you were with the event and the
Glisser software; and
sending you promotional emails about resources, products, services or special offers, or other
information which you may find interesting.
c. Asking if you are interested in participating in additional market research.
What will you do with my email address or other data?
Glisser collects email addresses to provide services and maintain quality standards. Glisser will only
collect additional information if you provide it, such as name, address, contact details or other
information. Users can amend or update the information entered through Glisser at any time.
Personal information will be held by Glisser using appropriate safeguards to maintain its privacy and
security. Only very limited personal data is transferred between devices via our application. This is
limited to names and email addresses transferred to the device of that user, and only the uploaded
“avatar” images of each user are shared between all devices when comments are made or questions are
asked using the relevant Solution features. Twitter data is shared according to Twitter’s security policies.
Address details are only stored on our password-protected website.
How Glisser uses the data
We will not share, trade or sell user personal information to any company or parties not directly
associated with its proper use associated with this event, or as described above, except when users give
us explicit permission and we give users an opportunity to opt out of having personal information
shared.
Glisser will collate information about site traffic, audience member data, presentation data and other
commercial information from the TEDxSnoIsleLibraries 2017 event. This data may be used for internal
purposes and pass on to third parties, such as TEDxSnoIsleLibraries 2017 event organizers and Sno-Isle
Libraries officials. However, this information does not include any information which can identify users
personally.
When users provide feedback in relation to the service or via Glisser, they will be given the option of
keeping identity secret from other users.
Glisser uses cookies to ID users
Please be aware that Glisser uses cookies to:
a. Distinguish you from other Glisser users

b. Remember your searched locations on the Glisser website (for quick future reference)
c. Save your login information
Remember, it’s the internet
The transmission of information via the internet is not completely secure. Although Glisser does its best
to protect user information, they cannot guarantee the security of data while being transmitted across
networks to or from their website. Any transmission is at the user’s own risk.
You have the right to request information
You are entitled to ask for a copy of any information Glisser holds about you. If you require a copy of this
information, please contact us at data@glisser.com. Glisser may make a small charge to cover
administrative costs.

